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교   시 2교시 과   목 영어 유   형 A형
※ (1-3) 빈칸에 들어가기에 가장 적절한 것은? (각 1.9점)

1. A: I don't know who to ask for help on this problem.

B: That is a delicate issue. But I'm sure _____

① you'll find it very difficult.

② you should have helped me.

③ you're not thinking about it.

④ you know who to turn to.

⑤ you can't resolve it easily.

2. The comprehensive real estate tax is a national tax targeting

expensive residential real estate and some kinds of land. It is

separate from property taxes _____ by local governments.

① levied ② leveled

③ refunded ④ rewarded

⑤ reimbursed

3. The year 2021 will be the year of déjà vu. That is just one

example of how the new year may feel, in many respects,

like a second _____ on 2020.

① take ② divide

③ class ④ thought

⑤ chance

※ (4-8) 빈칸에 공통으로 들어가기에 가장 적절한 것은? (각 1.9점)

4. The _____ Tahoma hill is covered with the bark of trees.

The pass code must start with _____ case in English.

① prime ② usual

③ higher ④ capital

⑤ upper

5. If a tooth feels very _____, your dentist may recommend that

it's taken out.

She broke _____ from his embrace and crossed to the window.

① firm ② loose

③ feeble ④ sore

⑤ tough

6. I cannot remain _____ when so many people are suffering

from poverty.

Tom replied to his mother's remarks only by an _____ shrug.

① untenable ② indifferent

③ unresolved ④ incomparable

⑤ unconvinced

7. Everywhere in the city you see _____ people living in shop

doorways or under the bridges.

Many famous celebrities are _____ of common sense and

common humanity.

① amenable ② notational

③ destitute ④ speculative

⑤ reachable

8. Look at the boy on the bike riding with no hands. He's just

trying to _____ off.

Those bodyguards shave their heads to _____ off their

aggressive appearance.

① take ② break

③ show ④ mark

⑤ pass

※ (9-10) (A)와 (B)에 들어가기에 가장 적절한 쌍은? (각 1.9점)

9. A: I wanted it to be a surprise. Do not spill the (A)_____.

B: Yes, it's a secret. We should not let the (B)_____ out of

the bag.

① milk cat

② corns dog

③ water dog

④ beans cat

⑤ peas dog

10. The great prize on offer is the chance of bringing COVID-19

(A)_____ control. But (B)_____ the meantime, risks abound in

health, economic vitality, and social stability.

① in at

② under on

③ over for

④ under in

⑤ over of

※ (11-14) 어법상 가장 적절한 것은? (각 1.9점)

11. ① I was angrier than frightened.

② Mary is cleverer than Jane is pretty.

③ Jane is healthier than her sister is healthy.

④ James knows more about the theater than Susan knows.

⑤ Peter enjoys the movie more than George much enjoys

the movie.
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12. ① Be quiet and listen what I say, will you?

② I will be very happy if she will come tomorrow.

③ There comes the bus which you've been waiting.

④ What time do you know Tom went to the school?

⑤ The shirt looks fine. It doesn't need ironing at all.

13. ① We wanted there to be an adult present.

② We arranged later them to meet the manager.

③ We wanted for a specialist to examine Edward.

④ We believed firmly them to be conspiring against us.

⑤ What we believed was them to be conspiring against us.

14. ① What do you think who will come to the party?

② I didn't say I would go to the party. I said I might.

③ Chris was just got a job at an international company.

④ We don't mind to open the shop on the holiday at all.

⑤ Be careful with the luggages containing many softwares.

※ (15-21) 어법상 가장 적절하지 않은 것은? (각 2.3점)

15. ① I have some objections to make.

② Anybody can make any promises.

③ Have you any objections to make?

④ She was too taken aback to say anything.

⑤ There's scarcely some food left in the kitchen.

16. ① I'd prefer swimming to running.

② I'd prefer to take the bus to the taxi.

③ I'd prefer driving rather than walking.

④ I'd rather he do the work right now.

⑤ I'd rather to take the bus to the taxi.

17. ① Martha has two sons she can rely on.

② This is the article from which they were quoting.

③ She contacted the people whose she's renting house.

④ Politicians, who make extravagant promises, aren't trusted.

⑤ He set us a problem the answer to which can be found

in the textbook.

18. ① I wish you would not go to the party without me.

② How come wasn't he at the meeting this morning?

③ What would you buy for me if you'd win the lotto?

④ I would be surprised if Becky came home late tonight.

⑤ I wish I didn't have to get up early tomorrow morning.

19. ① Nobody in their right mind would do a thing like that.

② Everyone has told me they think I made the right decision.

③ We need a manager who is flexible in his or her approach.

④ Everyone is supposed to be here by now, isn't he or she?

⑤ We need a manager who is reasonably flexible in their

approach.

20. ① I used to playing soccer a lot, but not anymore now.

② I was so hungry I ate a whole box of pizza alone.

③ I am really bored because the movie is so boring.

④ I think there used to be many stores in the park.

⑤ I was made to wait for two hours doing nothing.

21. ① I remember closing the gate behind myself.

② Mary worked hard and got herself promoted.

③ Both boys will behave themselves at the game.

④ I believe that Jane and myself have done quite well.

⑤ Tom walked around the park to familiarize himself with it.

※ (22-23) 내용상 밑줄 친 표현이 의미하는 것은? (각 2.3점)

22. Pope Francis' Christmas message was to block the virus of

closed nationalism and radical individualism. He criticized

vaccine monopoly of some rich countries, including the

United States. Experts also expressed concerns that their

reckless take of the lion's share would lead to more deaths

and economic collapse around the globe.

① Christmas message ② radical individualism

③ vaccine monopoly ④ virus blocking

⑤ the United States

23. After the initial lockdown provoked by COVID-19, the United

States has moved out of national unity into partisan division.

Certainly, many commentators have ascribed some part of

the divide to what they term our "post-truth" society, but

this is not an apt description of the particular defect that has

played a central role in our divided society. The cause of our

division is not that people deny the existence of truth. It is

that people are selective in displaying their post-truth

tendencies.

① partisan division ② initial lockdown

③ national unity ④ existence of truth

⑤ selective display

24. 빈칸에 들어가기에 가장 적절한 것은? (2.3점)

We need plants and trees to survive. They provide oxygen,

food, water, and medicine for everyone all over the globe.

But if deforestation continues at the rate it's occurring, we

won't have much of the valuable forestry left. With natural

wildfires, illegal logging, and the mass amount of timber

being harvested for commercial use, our forests are

decreasing at an alarming rate. _____ the reduction of the

oxygen supply, the loss of forests is contributing around 15%

of our greenhouse gas emissions.

① Prior to ② Whereas

③ Although ④ Because of

⑤ Along with
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25. 빈칸에 들어가기에 가장 적절한 것은? (2.9점)

Touch is so vital that even the language of digital

communication is saturated with touch metaphors. We 'keep

in touch' and acknowledge that we are 'touched by your

kind gesture'. Some researchers have suggested that _____,

prompting new kinds of interpersonal tactile connections via

hug blankets, kissing screens, and caressing devices.

① digital communication needs no physical touch

② touch is not very essential in interpersonal relationship

③ tactile communication is not necessary in human

communication

④ technology could enhance our physical connection with

others

⑤ gestures are understood as a new technology in digital

communication

26. (A)와 (B)에 들어가기에 가장 적절한 쌍은? (2.9점)
To say this year has been different would be a huge

(A)_____. Storefronts went digital, kitchen tables turned into

conference rooms, and how we live, work, and shop have

been generally turned upside down. What hasn't changed for

businesses, (B)_____, is the importance of providing an

outstanding customer experience. The year 2020 ripped a hole

in the fabric of time.

① misstatement therefore

② overstatement however

③ understatement therefore

④ overstatement therefore

⑤ understatement however

27. 글의 제목으로 가장 적절한 것은? (2.9점)

Go originated in China in ancient times. It was considered

one of the four essential arts of a cultured Chinese scholar in

antiquity and is described as a worthy pastime for a

gentleman in the Analects of Confucius. It reached Korea by

the 5th century, and in the 7th century it reached Japan.

Despite its widespread popularity in Asia, Go has been slow

to spread to the rest of the world, unlike other games such

as chess. Chess has more widespread appeal because

culturally congruent game pieces can be created in chess,

while Go is totally abstract. Also, there is no climactic ending

in Go (such as checkmate in chess). New players often have

trouble figuring out when a game of Go is over.

① Go and Chess as Ancient Games

② The History of Go in the West

③ Unpopularity of Go in the West

④ The Confucian Philosophy in Go

⑤ Necessity of a Climactic Ending in Go

※ (28-29) 글의 내용과 가장 잘 부합하는 것은? (각 2.9점)

28. There's never been a more critical moment for companies to

know their audience and relate to what they're experiencing.

Brands that get this and actually invest in appreciating their

customers' varied perspectives can gain a competitive

advantage by delivering connected and contextualized

engagement. More than half of customers expect offers to

always be personalized.

① People are experiencing a very important moment of

investment.

② Even brands that meet the customers' demand have tough

times.

③ Customers look for more individualized offers from

companies.

④ Personalized offers will not guarantee profits to

companies.

⑤ Connection and context are the least important factors in

companies.

29. The British pet industry is worth about £12bn; Americans

spent more than $66bn (£50bn) on their pets. A survey

earlier this year found that many British pet owners love

their pets more than they love their partner (12%), their

children (9%), or their best friend (24%). According to

another study, 90% of pet-owning Britons think of their pets

as a member of their family, with 16% listing their animals

in the census.

① British pet owners hardly take pets as their friends.

② Americans spend less money than Britons on pets.

③ It turned out that 90% of Britons have animal pets.

④ Some Britons love their pets more than their children.

⑤ 16% of Britons consider their pets as family members.

※ (30-31) 글의 내용과 가장 부합하지 않는 것은? ? (각 2.9점)

30. Personal mobility devices (PMDs) such as e-scooters and

e-bikes will, from next month, be required to be registered,

while their drivers will need to have a separate license, a

city official said. The agency has already submitted an initial

copy of guidelines to the Department of Transportation

(DOT). In the draft guidelines, e-scooters and e-bikes are

categorized — those in the lower category can be used only

within private compounds such as factories and warehouses,

while bigger ones may be allowed to cross main roads but

not to traverse along highways.

① It seems PMDs are not currently required to be registered.

② PMD drivers will need to have a different type of license.

③ DOT has distributed the official guidelines to PMD drivers.

④ PMDs in the lower category are to be used only within

private facilities.

⑤ Only bigger PMDs are allowed to be driven on main

roads, but not on highways.
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31. The Great Famine was a period of mass starvation and

disease in Ireland from 1845 to 1849. With the most severely

affected areas in the west and south of Ireland, the period

was contemporaneously known in Irish as An Drochshaol,

loosely translated as "the hard times" (or literally "the bad

life"). The worst year of the period was 1847, known as

"Black '47". During the famine, about 1 million people died

and 1 million more left the country, causing the country's

population to fall by 25%. The proximate cause of the famine

was a potato blight which infected potato crops throughout

Europe during the 1840s, causing an additional 100,000 deaths

outside Ireland and influencing much of the unrest in the

widespread European Revolutions of 1848.

① Ireland underwent a period of mass starvation and disease

for some years in history.

② An Drochshaol came right after the Great Famine was

over in the west and south of Ireland.

③ "Black '47" was the worst year that mass starvation and

disease was most serious.

④ The Irish population fell by 25% during the Great Famine

due to death and emigration.

⑤ The cause of the Great Famine started outside Ireland, as

the potato crops had been infected by a disease.

※ (32-40) 다음 글을 읽고 물음에 답하시오.

(32-33) In recent years, academics and policymakers in the

United States have struggled with an economic mystery.

Why, even as the U.S. economy has grown in the past few

decades, have wages remained relatively stagnant? Many

scholars have landed on one reason in particular: the decline

in the bargaining power of U.S. workers due to shrinking

union membership and the rise of subcontracting. Workers

have benefited less from economic growth as their ability to

bargain for higher wages has withered. Instead, major gains

have gone to investors and managers, and inequality in the

United States has soared. Other industrialized countries have

also seen rising inequality, but the decline in worker power

is particularly acute in the United States. From the 1980s to

the late 2010s, the labor share of income in the United State

— essentially, the percentage of _____ — fell by four.

32. 내용상 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 적절한 것은? (2.9점)

① workers' benefit

② inequality in the U.S.

③ the mystery of economy

④ overall income of workers

⑤ the number of industrial countries

33. 글의 내용과 가장 잘 부합하는 것은? (3.1점)

① Wages haven't been raised recently in the U.S.

② The number of union membership has increased.

③ The U.S. workers are armed with better bargaining

strategies.

④ Investors and managers in the U.S. lost gains in the past

decades.

⑤ Inequality in the U.S. is not very serious compared to

other countries.

(34-35) In economics, inflation is a general rise in the price

level in an economy over a period of time. When the general

price rises, each unit of currency buys fewer goods and

services. Consequently, inflation reflects a reduction in the

purchasing power per unit of money: a loss of real value in

the medium of exchange and unit of account with the

economy. The opposite of inflation is deflation, a sustained

decrease in the general price level of goods and services.

_____ affects economies in various positive and negative

ways. The negative effects of inflation include an increase in

the opportunity cost of holding money, uncertainty over

future inflation which may discourage investment and

savings, and shortages of goods as consumers begin

hoarding out of concern that prices will increase in the

future. Positive effects include reducing unemployment due to

nominal wage rigidity and encouraging loans and investment

of money.

34. 빈칸에 들어가기에 가장 적절한 것은? (3.1점)

① The opposite

② Inflation

③ Deflation

④ A sustained decrease

⑤ The general price level

35. 윗글의 내용과 부합하지 않는 것은? (3.1점)

① Goods and services become more expensive in inflation.

② The purchasing power with money is reduced in inflation.

③ Inflation affects the economy more seriously than deflation.

④ Shortages of goods occur in inflation as people begin

hoarding.

⑤ Employment, loans, and investment of money increase in

inflation.
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(36-37) Research has shown that myside bias is displayed in a

variety of experimental situations. People evaluate the same

(A)_____ act more favorably if committed by a member of

their own group and evaluate a negative act (B)_____ if

committed by a member of their own group. Likewise, valid

syllogisms with the conclusion "therefore, marijuana should

be legal" are easier for liberals to judge correctly and harder

for conservatives; whereas valid syllogisms with the

conclusion "therefore, no one has the right to end the life of

a fetus" are harder for liberals to judge correctly and easier

for conservatives.

36. (A)와 (B)에 들어가기에 가장 적절한 쌍은? (3.1점)

① negative more favorably

② virtuous less favorably

③ virtuous more favorably

④ negative less unfavorably

⑤ virtuous less unfavorably

37. 윗글의 내용과 가장 잘 부합하는 것은? (3.7점)

① We must forgive other people's myside bias.

② Liberals tend to think marijuana should be legal.

③ Myside bias cannot be explained through experiments.

④ People easily consider a negative act as supporting their

position.

⑤ The life of a fetus has more chances to survive among

liberals.

(38-40) The common ancestor of the Japanese language is

thought to have been brought to Japan by settlers coming

from the Korean peninsula sometime in the early- to mid-4th

century BC, replacing the languages of the original

inhabitants, including the ancestor of the modern Ainu

language. Very little is known about the Japanese of this

period because writing had _____ to be introduced from

China.

Through the spread of Buddhism, the Chinese writing

system was imported to Japan. The earliest texts found in

Japan are written in Classical Chinese, but they may have

been meant to be read as Japanese in the Japanese method.

Some of these Chinese texts show influences of Japanese

grammar, such as the word order (for example, placing the

verb after the object). In these hybrid texts, Chinese

characters are also occasionally used phonetically to represent

Japanese particles. The earliest text dates to the early 8th

century, and was written entirely in Chinese characters.

Modern Japanese is considered to begin with the Edo

period, which lasted between 1603 and 1868. Since Old

Japanese, the standard Japanese had been the Kansai dialect,

especially that of Kyoto. However, during the Edo period, Edo

(now Tokyo) developed into the largest city in Japan, and the

Edo-area dialect became standard Japanese. Since the end of

Japan's self-imposed isolation in 1853, the flow of loanwords

from European languages has increased significantly.

38. 빈칸에 들어갈 가장 적절한 것은? (3.7점)

① yet

② far

③ thus

④ soon

⑤ already

39. 밑줄 친 these hybrid texts와 부합하지 않는 것은? (3.7점)

① The writing system was Chinese and the speaking was

in Japanese.

② The Chinese texts may have been read in the Japanese

method.

③ The Chinese texts was represented as mixed with the

Japanese grammar.

④ Some Chinese characters were borrowed to be used as

Japanese particles.

⑤ The earliest texts were written in Chinese except for

Japanese particles.

40. 윗글의 내용과 부합하지 않는 것은? (3.7점)

① The language spoken by the settlers from the Korean

peninsula is the ancestor of the modern Japanese language.

② The original inhabitants in Japan used the ancient Ainu

language, but the settlers' language became dominant.

③ The Japanese language did not have a writing system

although it had the speaking system.

④ The Edo dialect had been the standard Japanese until it

was replaced by the Kansai dialect of Kyoto.

⑤ Japan had been isolated by itself until the 1850s before

many loanwords were started to be adopted.
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